Telecom Industry Case Study

Global telecom service provider increases risk coverage with fewer test cases – through risk-based testing
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Project A: New solution for prepay customers
Project A provides customers a new, more flexible, approach to prepaid phone, text, and data services. Here’s a snapshot of the initial
state of the testing for this project:
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Working with Tricentis, the client traced the project back to the Business Requirement Specification and Technical Design documents.
Together, we conducted a 3-day Test Case Design workshop with the SME and ultimately mapped out the classes and test case design
sheets for the project. The end result was an optimized set of 1283 test cases (reduced from 2106) with 100% requirement coverage
(increased from 95%).
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For this pilot project, the client achieved 39% optimization, which resulted in a savings of 27 weeks –translating to 37.2% effort reduction.

Project B: Accessories on a monthly payment plan
This project enables customers to add accessories to their monthly payment plans. It is expected to increase accessory sales by
allowing customers to purchase desired accessories without having to pay the total cost upfront. Here’s a snapshot of the initial state
of the testing for this project:
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Project B was approached much like Project A: a specification/design review, followed by a workshop with an SME. In this case, we held
5-day workshop and optimized the test cases to 801 (reduced from 1280) while maintaining 100% requirement coverage.
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For this pilot project, the client achieved 39% optimization, which resulted in a savings of 27 weeks –translating to 37.2% effort reduction.
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